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TripAdvisor, Yelp, IgoUgo, Epinions ….. the advent of consumer review sites in general and online reviews
in particular helps consumers solve a long-lasting challenge of having little data for assessing quality of
hotel accommodation and other travel services. Undoubtedly, online reviews attenuate the negative
effect of asymmetric information to consumers and make consumers become unprecedentedly easier to
make informed choices. However, the excessive amount of online reviews impairs the capacity of consumers to process and identify useful reviews. Since receivers’ perceived review usefulness is of utmost
importance due to its significant impact on their adoption intention as well as their subsequent behavioral reaction, it is essential to understand the determinants of review usefulness in order to identify
reviews with high diagnostic value for facilitating consumers’ adoption intention and thereby improving
the efficacy of the viral marketing strategy.
To provide an answer to the question of “What makes a useful online hotel review”, the primary objective of this study is to examine how content-related (including “review breadth” and “review depth”) and
source-related characteristics (including “reviewer expertise” and “reviewer reputation”) mainly and
interactively affect readers’ perceived usefulness of online hotel reviews. A research model was firstly
built upon a comprehensive review of literature from tourism, marketing and communication disciplines.
Using the negative binomial regression to analyze over 1,300 latest reviews on 50 Viennese hotels, the
empirical findings exhibit that review breadth, review depth and reviewer reputation have positive impacts on review usefulness. However, reviewer expertise does not exert any impact on readers’ perceived usefulness of online hotel reviews. In order to provide Viennese hoteliers with insights about
what hotel guests like and dislike Viennese hotels in general, this study also analyses and presents the
positive and negative aspects of Viennese hotels portrayed by guests in the review text.
Theoretically, the empirical findings of this study contribute new and innovative knowledge about the
characteristics of helpful reviews to the growing literature on electronic word-of-mouth. Practically, the
findings of this study do provide practitioners in the Viennese hotel industry with clues for improving the
efficacy of their viral marketing strategy. Since review depth is found to have a positive impact on review
content quality, hoteliers are advised to incentivize guests to provide detailed descriptions about their
hotel staying experience in their reviews. Hoteliers should also encourage reputable members (i.e., those
receiving many helpful votes) to contribute reviews. Besides, through analyzing the topics and descriptions of online hotel reviews posted by hotel guests, the findings are also expected to provide both researchers and hoteliers with an up-to-date overview of what hotel guests concern most in their hotel
staying (based on the frequency of hotel features mentioned by hotel guests).
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